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Welcome
to the Children's Museum of Phoenix - a place that engages the minds, muscles, and imaginations of children and the 
grown-ups who care about them. We are glad that you have come to play and learn with us! We hope you enjoy your 
time in the Museum and you come back to visit us again soon!

Ian’s Corner 

EXHIBIT HIGHLIGHTS

FIRST FLOOR ATRIUM
The Schuff-Perini Climber 
This climbing adventure is guaranteed to stretch 
the muscles, provide a perceived feeling of risk 
and challenge all to climb to new heights.

Whoosh! 
A freestanding jumble of connected tubes where 
children feed scarves in a rainbow of colors into 
the transparent, air-powered structure.

SECOND FLOOR
Art Studio 
A creative workshop with an ever-changing array 
of hands-on art activities.

Building Big (aka Forts!)
Children creatively engineer their own personal 
forts or contribute to a larger cooperative building 
project.

Pedal Power 
Ride a tricycle through our "trike wash!”

THIRD FLOOR
Book Loft 
Snuggle in and read a book together in this comfy 
and cozy space. Storytimes are offered twice daily 
in the Book Loft. 

Grand Ballroom
The science of chain reaction is alive in this room 
full of sights, sounds, noises and action!

Ian’s Corner
Just for toddlers! Ride a pickle, pencil or 
toothpaste “car”.

The Market
Pick it, weigh it, scan it, as you shop for your 
favorite foods!

Noodle Forest
A forest of textural delight for visitors to navigate.

Pit Stop 
Race to the finish on three levels of racetracks.

Place for Under Threes 
A sensory celebration for our youngest visitors.

Someplace
Fantasy & fun merge in this unique, soft sculpture 
environment where make-believe creations reside.

Texture Cafe
Make your favorite meals using highly tactile and 
colorful pieces of fabric.
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Baby Zone
For our youngest visitors
(18 months & younger)


